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This little magazine is for your reading over the holidays. It will enable you to plan your movie
adventures for the first half of the year. I look forward to sharing these movies with you.
I thought I might share some thoughts of famous Hollywood celebrities.
“I don't want to achieve immortality through my work; I want to achieve immortality through not
dying.
I don't want to live on in the hearts of my countrymen; I want to live on in my apartment.”
Woody Allen, The Illustrated Woody Allen Reader
The secret of life is honesty and fair dealing. If you can fake that, you've got it made.
Groucho Marx
Money doesn't make you happy. I now have $50 million but I was just as happy when I had $48
million.
Arnold Schwarzenegger
"So, where's the Cannes Film Festival being held this year?"
Christina Aguilera
If you are leaping a ravine, the moment of takeoff is a bad time to be considering alternative strategies.
John Cleese
Some weird facts.
Around the World in 80 Days, Armageddon and Apollo 13 are some of the movies NASA keeps
aboard the International Space Station.
The Power of Love was the very first 3D movie to be released in 1922.
The first colour movie was made back in 1901.
The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King won all 11 Academy Awards it was nominated for.
Peter Ostrum, Charlie from Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, never acted in another movie after
that and is now a veterinarian.
THE EXORCIST WAS THE FIRST HORROR FILM TO BE NOMINATED FOR A BEST PICTURE OSCAR
PSYCHO IS THE FIRST AMERICAN FILM TO FEATURE A TOILET.

But enough of this useless information read on and enjoy.

Breaker Morant Thursday February 7th 1.00 pm.
Harry "Breaker" Harbord Morant, probably
born Edwin Henry Murrant December 1864
– 27 February 1902), was an AngloAustralian drover, horseman, bush poet,
military officer and convicted war criminal.
While serving with the Bushveldt Carbineers
during the Second Anglo-Boer War,
Lieutenant Morant was arrested and courtmartialed for war crimes – one of the first
such prosecutions in British military history.
According to military prosecutors, Morant
retaliated for the death in combat of his
commanding officer with a series of revenge
killings against both Boer POWs and many
civilian residents of the Northern Transvaal.
He was accused of the summary execution of
Floris Visser, a wounded prisoner of war and
the slaying of four Afrikaners and four Dutch
schoolteachers who had been taken prisoner
at the Elim Hospital. Morant was found
guilty and sentenced to death.
As a result of the trial of Morant, Handcock,
and Witton, the Australian Army refused to
ever again allow their troops to be tried by
British court-martial. All future charges
against Australian soldiers would be put
before fellow Australians.

Breaker Morant heavily influenced Australian New Wave war films such as Gallipoli (1981), The
Lighthorsemen (1987), and the five-part TV series ANZACS (1985). Recurring themes of these films include
the Australian identity, such as mateship and larrikinism, wartime loss of innocence, and the coming of age of
the Australian nation. It has also influenced scores of other films, especially those with themes involving war
crimes trials, capital punishment, military prosecutions, and government cover-ups
This 1980 film is directed by Bruce Beresford
Subtitles Yes

The search for the Holy Grail Thursday February 14th 1.00 pm.
King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table
embark on a surreal, low-budget search for the Holy
Grail, encountering many, very silly obstacles.
History is turned on its comic head when, in 10th
century England, King Arthur travels the countryside
to find knights who will join him at the Round Table
in Camelot. Gathering up the men is a tale in itself
but after a bit of a party at Camelot, many decide to
leave only to be stopped by God who sends them on
a quest: to find the Holy Grail.
After a series of individual adventures, the knights
are reunited but must face a wizard named Tim,
killer rabbits and lessons in the use of holy hand
grenades.
Their quest comes to an end however when the
police intervene - just what you would expect in a
Monty Python movie.

According to its cover this movie was nominated for 26 Oscars, 3 Brians, a Maureen and a Sergio.
Made in 1975 this is inspired lunacy still as funny as when made.
The Python team state that it is another film completely different to some of the other movies which
aren’t quite the same as this one
Start the year with a good laugh and learn to always look on the bright side of life.
Typical of the caring, poignant lines in this movie are
King of Swamp Castle: You only killed the bride's father, you know.
Sir Lancelot: Well, I didn't mean to.
King of Swamp Castle: Didn't mean to? You put your sword right through his head.
Sir Lancelot: Oh dear... is he all right?

Subtitles Yes

Classic Camera Collection at the American Society of Cinematographers Hollywood.
Inside the former home of the silent film star Conway Tearle, you’ll find the American Society of
Cinematographers. Once a place where male industry insiders gathered to smoke cigars and shoot the breeze at
the end of a workday, today it’s open to everyone—even visitors.
The organization boasts a huge collection of historic cameras, from the late-1800s to the present. Wandering
around the plush chairs and sofas in the ASC’s lounge, you’ll discover lantern-like projectors that beamed a
single image, as well as the Edison Kinetoscope, which rolled 50 feet of film. The one in the ASC’s collection
is mid-restoration, and once played a high-kicking serpentine dance performed by Annabel Moore, one of the
stars of the Ziegfeld Follies.
Other highlights of the collection include the Mitchell BNC 2 that Gregg Toland used to film Citizen Kane
(restored to its original black, after a blue paint job was removed). More recent additions include early digital
cameras that weighed as much as 30 pounds each. Since the society is always adding to the collection, it will
continue to be a record of the art and science of moving images.
This is the actual camera used to shoot
Citizen Kane. This Orson Wells
masterpiece is generally
acknowledged as the greatest movie of
all time.

The Sapphires Thursday March 7th 1.00 pm
1968 was the year that changed the world. And for
four young Aboriginal sisters from a remote mission
this is the year that would change their lives forever.
Around the globe, there was protest and revolution in
the streets. Indigenous Australians finally secured
the right to vote. [ See Editors Note]
There were drugs and the shock of a brutal
assassination. And there was Vietnam. The sisters,
Cynthia, Gail, Julie and Kay are discovered by Dave,
a talent scout with a kind heart, very little rhythm but
a great knowledge of soul music.
Billed as Australia's answer to 'The Supremes', Dave
secures the sisters their first true gig, and flies them to
Vietnam to sing for the American troops.
Based on a true story, THE SAPPHIRES is a
triumphant celebration of youthful emotion, family
and music.

Editors Note This movie synopsis contains a widely believed error re the 1967 referendum.
On 27 May 1967 a Federal referendum was held. The first question, referred to as the 'nexus question' was
an attempt to alter the balance of numbers in the Senate and the House of Representatives. The second
question was to determine whether two references in the Australian Constitution, which discriminated
against Aboriginal people, should be removed. This fact sheet addresses the second question.
The sections of the Constitution under scrutiny were:
51. The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the peace, order, and
good government of the Commonwealth with respect to:...(xxvi) The people of any race, other than the aboriginal people in any State, for whom it is necessary to
make special laws.
127. In reckoning the numbers of the people of the Commonwealth, or of a State or other part of the
Commonwealth, aboriginal natives should not be counted.
The removal of the words ‘… other than the aboriginal people in any State…' in section 51(xxvi) and the
whole of section 127 were considered by many to be representative of the prevailing movement for political
change within Indigenous affairs. As a result of the political climate, this referendum saw the highest YES
vote ever recorded in a Federal referendum, with 90.77 per cent voting for change.
The 1967 referendum did not give Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples the right to vote. This
right had been legislated for Commonwealth elections in 1962, with the last State to provide Indigenous
enfranchisement being Queensland in 1965.
Source National Archives.

Ronin Thursday March 14th 1.00pm

Ronin is the Japanese word used for
Samurai without a master. In this case,
the Ronin are outcast specialists of
every kind, whose services are
available to everyone - for money.
Dierdre (undoubtedly from Ireland)
hires several Ronin to form a team in
order to retrieve an important suitcase
from a man who is about to sell it to
the Russians. After the mission has
been completed successfully, the
suitcase immediately gets switched by
a member of the team who seems to
work into his own pocket. The
complex net of everyone tricking
everyone begins to surface slowly, and
deadly…
Ronin premiered at the 1998 Venice
Film Festival before its general release
on September 25. Performing
moderately well at the box office, the
film had a warm critical reception.
Considered a return to form for
Frankenheimer, it was his last wellreceived feature film. Film critic and
historian Stephen Prince called Ronin
Frankenheimer's "end-of-career
masterpiece". The car chases, which
were favorably compared to Bullitt and
The French Connection, made several
media outlets' lists as some of the best
portrayed in film.
Editors Note. The car chase in this movie is one of the best ever filmed it will have you on the edge of your
seat grabbing for your seat belt.
Subtitles Yes

The Movie Museum and Electric Theatre Kenilworth Queensland.
Kev Franzi’s Movie Museum and Electric Theatre was established in Kenilworth in 1990. Since that time,
the stars of the show – his collection of fully working cameras and projectors that captured and exhibited
over a Century of Cinema - continues to entertain, inform and inspire a multitude of people in the 55 seat
Electric Theatre. Each year Kev produced and presented a new 2 hour show that fully illustrated some
exciting aspect of Cinema development, and the Australian connection was always featured.
Cinemaworks is located at 2655 Eumundi Rd. Kenilworth (3kms from town)
Some highlights of the collection are shown here.

In 1896 The Lumiere
Cinematographe captures and
shows Australia’s first films on
the big screen to amazed
audiences.

The 1900 Warwick Bioscope joins the
Lumiere to create a vibrant new film
industry in Australia.
Left. For over 70
years Powers
Projectors (with their
unique movement)
showed a rock steady
picture on screens all
over Australia.
Right. The Bell &
Howell Eyemo. The
great workhorse of
Newsreel and
Documentary Film
Production throughout
the World and a major
contributor to our
cinema history.

Jindabyne April 4th 1.00 pm
Jindabyne is a 2006 Australian drama film by third
time feature director Ray Lawrence and starring
Gabriel Byrne, Laura Linney, Deborra-Lee
Furness and John Howard. Jindabyne was filmed
entirely on location in and around the Australian
country town of the same name: Jindabyne, New
South Wales, situated next to the Snowy
Mountains.
It was one of a rush of over 16 Australian cinema
releases that year and was somewhat limited by its
"M" rating. However critics praised its refinement
and the film is credited as a signal of Australian
cinema's maturity.
The screenplay was written by Beatrix Christian,
and was adapted from the late American short
story writer and poet Raymond Carver's title, "So
Much Water So Close to Home". The short story
was the basis for a segment in Robert Altman's
Short Cuts (1993). Carver's story had also been
retold in music by Australian artist Paul Kelly in
the song "Everything's Turning to White", on his
1989 album So Much Water So Close to Home.
Kelly contributed to the score of the 2006 film as
well.
On an annual fishing trip, in isolated high country, Stewart (Gabriel Byrne), Carl (John Howard), Rocco
(Stelios Yiakmis) and Billy (Simon Stone) find a girl's body in the river; she has been brutally murdered by
Gregory (Chris Haywood), a local electrician. The girl (Tatea Reilly) turns out subsequently to be
Aboriginal. The discovery shocks and confuses the men. Only the youngest of the men, Billy, understands
this is a crime scene but he is ignored. Billy later leaves the town with his partner and child. The men
initially suggest hiking back the following morning as it is too late in the day to safely navigate their way to
their trucks. Stewart secures the girl's body by the ankle to the riverbank, so she will not drift downstream
and get lost in the rapids. However, Stewart the next day goes fishing and, after catching an especially large
fish, the men decide to spend the rest of the afternoon continuing their trip before informing the police in the
morning.
WinnerARIA Music Award
Best Original Soundtrack/Cast/Show Recording Paul Kelly Dan Luscombe

Subtitles Yes

Mr Turner April 11th 1.00 pm
Mr. Turner explores the last quarter century
of the great if eccentric British painter
J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851). Profoundly
affected by the death of his father, loved by a
housekeeper he takes for granted and
occasionally exploits sexually, he forms a
close relationship with a seaside landlady
with whom he eventually lives incognito in
Chelsea, where he dies.
Throughout this, he travels, paints, stays with
the country aristocracy, visits brothels, is a
popular if anarchic member of the Royal
Academy of Arts, has himself strapped to the
mast of a ship so that he can paint a
snowstorm, and is both celebrated and
reviled by the public and by royalty. Mr.
Turner is a 2014 biographical drama film.
Written and directed by Mike Leigh, the film
stars Timothy Spall in the title role with
Dorothy Atkinson, Paul Jesson, Marion
Bailey, Lesley Manville, and Martin Savage.
It premiered in competition for the Palme
d'Or at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival where
Spall won the award for Best Actor and
cinematographer Dick Pope received a
special jury prize for the film's
cinematography. The film was critically
acclaimed and received four nominations
each at the 87th Academy Awards and 68th
British Academy Film Awards.
Joseph Mallord William Turner RA (23 April 1775 – 19 December 1851), known as J. M. W. Turner and
contemporarily as William Turner was an English Romantic painter, printmaker and watercolourist,
known for his expressive colourisation, imaginative landscapes and turbulent, often violent marine
paintings. Turner was born in Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, London, to a modest lower middle-class
family. He lived in London all his life, retaining his Cockney accent and assiduously avoiding the
trappings of success and fame. A child prodigy, Turner studied at the Royal Academy of Arts from 1789,
enrolling when he was 14, and exhibited his first work there at 21. During this period, he also served as an
architectural draftsman. He earned a steady income from commissions and sales, which due to his
troubled, contrary nature, were often begrudgingly accepted. He opened his own gallery in 1804 and
became professor of perspective at the Academy in 1807, where he lectured until 1828, although he was
viewed as profoundly inarticulate. He travelled to Europe from 1802, typically returning with voluminous
sketchbooks.
Intensely private, eccentric and reclusive, Turner was a controversial figure throughout his career. He did
not marry, but fathered two daughters, Eveline (1801–1874) and Georgiana (1811–1843), by his
housekeeper Sarah Danby. He became more pessimistic and morose as he got older, especially after the
death of his father, after which his outlook deteriorated, and his gallery fell into disrepair and neglect, and
his art intensified. He lived in near poverty circumstances and in poor health from 1845, and died in
London in 1851 aged seventy-six. Turner is buried in Saint Paul's Cathedral, London.
He left behind more than 550 oil paintings, 2,000 watercolours, and 30,000 paper works.

Famously known as the ‘Master of Suspense,’ Alfred Hitchcock was a renowned
English film director and master of horror. His cinematic approach—known as the
Hitchcockian style—would follow an actor’s gaze on film, giving viewers the sensation
of being in the movie. The result paired with scary plot lines left audiences having heart
palpitations, gripped by fear.

In 1926, in the throes of the Jazz Age, Hitchcock married
screenwriter Alma Reville in South Kensington. After a romantic
honeymoon in Paris, the newlyweds settled in a new flat at 153
Cromwell Road in Kensington. The couple leased the top two floors
of the building with the top floor used as private bedrooms and the
lower floor used for entertaining and lounging.
An excerpt from the biography, Hitch: The Life and Times of Alfred
Hitchcock (1978) by John Russell Taylor, gives a look at the
influence Hitchcock had on the design of his home:
“The flat was a maisonette, up ninety-odd stairs (no lift, needless to
say). Since Hitch had himself been an art director, and now had
many contacts in the studio art department, he designed the interior
himself with furniture and fabrics from Liberty’s and had
technicians from the studio carry out his designs.”
In 1928, the Hitchcocks welcomed their daughter, Patricia, who was
born in July. The trio lived at the Cromwell Road address well into
the 1930s until they left for America in 1939. In 1999, Patricia
returned to the London flat for the centenary of Alfred Hitchcock’s
birthday, which was commemorated with a blue heritage plaque still
visible on the property today.
Once owned by the local council and used as space for asylum
seekers and refugees, the former Hitchcock home is now a private
residence that was sold for £799,000.
Alfred Hitchcock's former residence is a private home so while
visitors can walk past 153 Cromwell Road, a visit inside the flat is
not permitted.

Moulin Rouge May 2nd 1.00 pm

Moulin Rouge! is a 2001 AustralianAmerican jukebox musical romantic comedy
film directed, co-produced, and co-written
by Baz Luhrmann. It tells the story of a
young English poet/writer, Christian (Ewan
McGregor), who falls in love with the star of
the Moulin Rouge, cabaret actress and
courtesan Satine (Nicole Kidman). It uses
the musical setting of the Montmartre
Quarter of Paris, France.
At the 74th Academy Awards, the film was
nominated for eight Oscars, including Best
Picture and Best Actress for Nicole Kidman,
winning two: for Best Art Direction and
Best Costume Design. It was the first
musical nominated for Best Picture in 10
years, following Disney's Beauty and the
Beast (1991). In BBC's 2016 poll of the
greatest films since 2000, Moulin Rouge!
ranked 53rd.
The storyline of Moulin Rouge can be traced
back to Alexandre Dumas, The Lady of the
Camellias, although Luhrmann, as an opera
director, was probably more directly
influenced by Verdi's adaptation, La traviata
Luhrmann remarked:

Subtitles Yes

When I was in India researching
Midsummer Night's Dream, we went to this
huge, ice cream picture palace to see a
Bollywood movie. Here we were, with 2,000
Indians watching a film in Hindi, and there
was the lowest possible comedy and then
incredible drama and tragedy and then break
out in songs. And it was three-and-a-half
hours! We thought we had suddenly learnt
Hindi, because we understood everything!
We thought it was incredible. How involved
the audience were. How uncool they were how their coolness had been ripped aside
and how they were united in this singular
sharing of the story.

45 Years May 9th 1.00pm
Kate and Geoff Mercer are planning to
celebrate their 45th wedding anniversary
with dozens of friends. The event is to take
place soon in the community hall of
Norwich, the town near which they live. A
week before the party, Geoff receives a letter
which, although he tries to hide it, obviously
troubles him. When his wife asks him what
is going on, Geoff tells her that the body of
Katya, his first great love who disappeared
fifty years before in the Alps, has just been
found in a melting glacier. From then on,
Geoff starts behaving more and more
strangely and for the first time after so many
years Kate asks herself who the man she
married so long ago really is.
45 Years offers richly thought-provoking
rewards for fans of adult cinema -- and a
mesmerizing acting showcase for leads
Charlotte Rampling and Tom Courtenay.
This movie received an oscar nomination for
best actress for Rampling and a number of
Film Festival nomininations for her and Ted
Courtney, it was a great success in the
arthouse cinema circuit.

Editors Note. This movie is almost like a stage play it has very few in the cast and most of it is the
powerful and brilliant interaction of the two main characters. It is a film for mature audience it examines
themes those with a few grey hairs will recognise.

The Real-Life Inspiration for "Beauty and the Beast" Is Too Dark for Disney

It may be a "tale as old as time," but "Beauty and the Beast" isn't "true as it can be." Like many fairy tales,
the Disney classic you're familiar with is really a new, child-friendly version of a historically dark tale. But
this story has even darker roots. For thousands of years, folktales from around the world have included
descriptions of a bride with an animal groom. When French novelist Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de
Villeneuve finally published the first written version of the story in 1740, it was based on a sad but true
tale.
The real "Beast" from this tale was a man with a very
rare condition. Petrus Gonsalvus was born in 1537 in
the Canary Islands, and he was the first person in
recorded history to suffer from hypertrichosis — also
known as werewolf syndrome. The condition has
appeared in both men and women, and researchers
didn't discover its causes until 2011 (basically, an
extra set of genes in the X chromosome may switch
on an existing hair-growth gene). There have been
fewer than 100 documented cases in the world.
Gonsalvus was born in the wrong place at the wrong
time. When he was just 10 years old, he was locked
in a cage and shipped off to France as a gift for the
coronation of King Henry II. Although he was
locked in a dungeon for observation and initially
treated like an actual beast, doctors eventually took a
page out of Pinocchio's book and concluded that he
was a real boy.

Here, the story takes a lighter turn, as King Henry decided to give Gonsalvus an education. The king didn't really
think it would work, as he thought Gonsalvus was too monstrous to be capable of learning. But that didn't stop the
boy from becoming fluent in a few languages, including Latin, and becoming well-versed in high-class etiquette.
Gonsalvus was so successful that he became a treasured member of the royal court. Of course, he was treated like a
novelty, but he was a nobleman nonetheless, meaning he got to live a pretty nice life. That is, until Catherine de'
Medici came along. King Henry II's wife took over the throne after he passed away, and she wasn't exactly known
for being a nice person. Accounts vary as to why exactly she wanted to find a wife for Gonsalvus — some say she
found the idea of marrying him off to a beautiful woman "hilarious," others say she wanted to see children who also
suffered from hypertrichosis. But by all accounts, it became her personal mission to find him a mate.
Catherine de' Medici eventually settled on a maiden who also happened to be named Catherine, and the maiden and
Gonsalvus married. Whatever the Queen's initial intentions, Gonsalvus outperformed all expectations in his
marriage: he and his wife stayed married for 40 years and had seven children together. Much like the classic fairy
tale, it seems, she learned to love him sooner or later.
Unfortunately, it wasn't all fun and games. According to reports, either four or five of Gonsalvus' children were
afflicted with hypertrichosis, and the family was paraded around the royal courts of Europe as a form of
entertainment. Though they appeared in portraits wearing classy attire, in reality, they were exploited for their
entertainment value and studied by scientists and academics across the continent. Worse, the hairy children were
sent off as gifts to nobles — another example of their perceived status as pets and not as people.
"The situation was strange," Italian historian and Gonsalvus biographer Roberto Zapperi told The Smithsonian
Channel. "They were neither captured nor free and they got paid — paid very well." He and his family were able to
enjoy a life of relative comfort and status, but at what cost? In the end, the "Beast" was denied last rites, as he was
considered more animal than man.

Beauty and the Beast June 6th 1.00pm

Disney's animated classic takes on a
new form, with a widened mythology
and an all-star cast. A young prince,
imprisoned in the form of a beast, can
be freed only by true love. What may be
his only opportunity arrives when he
meets Belle, the only human girl to ever
visit the castle since it was enchanted.
As punishment for his actions, a young
prince is transformed into a monstrous
beast by a mysterious enchantress. Only
condition is if he can learn to love
someone and earn their love in return,
the curse will be lifted. Enter young
bookworm Belle, who stumbles upon
the castle and is taken prisoner by the
Beast while rescuing her father. With
help from the Beast's servants, Belle
comes to appreciate and love the Beast
all while evading a stalking hunter who
wants to marry her.

Beauty and the Beast is a 2017 American musical romantic fantasy film directed by Bill Condon from a
screenplay written by Stephen Chbosky and Evan Spiliotopoulos, and co-produced by Walt Disney Pictures
and Mandeville Films. The film is a live-action reimagining of Disney's 1991 animated film of the same
name, itself an adaptation of Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont's 18th-century fairy tale The film features
an ensemble cast that includes Emma Watson and Dan Stevens as the eponymous characters with Luke
Evans, Kevin Kline, Josh Gad, Ewan McGregor, Stanley Tucci, Audra McDonald, Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Ian
McKellen, and Emma Thompson in supporting roles.
Principal photography began at Shepperton Studios in Surrey, England on May 18, 2015, and ended on
August 21. With an estimated budget of around $255 million, it is one of the most expensive films ever made.
Beauty and the Beast premiered at Spencer House in London on February 23, 2017.
The film received generally favourable reviews, with many praising the performances and its faithfulness to
the original animated film, as well as elements from the Broadway musical, visual style, production values,
and score, though it received criticism for some of the character designs and its excessive similarity to the
original. The film grossed over $1.2 billion worldwide, becoming the highest-grossing live-action musical
film, and making it the second-highest-grossing film of 2017, the tenth-highest-ever-grossing film in North
America and the 14th-highest-grossing film of all time.
The film received four nominations at the 23rd Critics' Choice Awards and two nominations at the 71st
British Academy Film Awards. It also received Academy Award nominations for Best Production Design and
Best Costume Design at the 90th Academy Awards.

My Brilliant Career June 13th 1.00 pm
Sybylla Melvyn is an independent young woman who
soon after arriving to live with her Grandmother
Bossier and aunt Helen announces that she will never
marry and plans on having a career instead.
She does attract the interest of several suitors.
The bumbling Englishman Frank Hawdon has only
been in Australia for three months and proposes that
she return home with him as his wife. She rejects him
out of hand telling her grandmother that she does not
love him.
Then there's her neighbour, the handsome young
farmer Harry Beecham, who she is attracted to and
eventually accepts his proposal. Time passes however
and in the end she refuses to marry him while she seeks
to become a writer. .

My Brilliant Career is a 1979 Eastmancolor Australian period drama film starring Judy Davis, Sam Neill
and Wendy Hughes and is directed by Gillian Armstrong. It was distributed by Analysis Film Releasing
Corp. and is based on the novel of the same name by Miles Franklin.
Stella Maria Sarah Miles Franklin, known as Miles Franklin (14 October 1879 – 19 September 1954) was
an Australian writer and feminist who is best known for her novel My Brilliant Career, published by
Blackwoods of Edinburgh in 1901. While she wrote throughout her life, her other major literary success,
All That Swagger, was not published until 1936.
She was committed to the development of a uniquely Australian form of literature, and she actively
pursued this goal by supporting writers, literary journals, and writers' organisations. She has had a longlasting impact on Australian literary life through her endowment of a major annual prize for literature
about "Australian Life in any of its phases" the Miles Franklin Award. Her impact was further recognised
in 2013 with the creation of the Stella Prize, awarded annually for the best work of literature by an
Australian woman..
Franklin was born at Talbingo, New South Wales, and grew up in the Brindabella Valley on a property
called Brindabella Station. She was the eldest child of Australian-born parents, John Maurice Franklin and
Susannah Margaret Eleanor Franklin, née Lampe, who was the great-granddaughter of Edward Miles (or
Moyle) who had arrived with the First Fleet in the Scarborough with a seven-year sentence for theft. Her
family was a member of the squattocracy.
A revival of interest in Franklin occurred in the wake of the Australian New Wave film My Brilliant
Career (1979), which won several international awards.

